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Students are taught several models of conductivity, both at the introductory and the advanced
level. From early macroscopic models of current flow in circuits, through the discussion of
microscopic particle descriptions of electrons flowing in an atomic lattice, to the development of
microscopic non-localized band diagram descriptions in advanced physics courses, they need to
be able to distinguish between commonly used, though sometimes contradictory, physical
models. In investigations of student reasoning about models of conduction, we find that students
often are unable to account for the existence of free electrons in a conductor and create models
that lead to incorrect predictions and responses contradictory to expert descriptions of the
physics. We have used these findings as a guide to creating curriculum materials that we show
can be effective helping students to apply the different conduction models more effectively.
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I. Introduction
With the growing importance of electronic technology in our lives, it is clear that topics
such as nanotechnology, photonics, superconductivity, and matter interferometry will be of
increasing importance for engineers and materials scientists. Understanding these and related
topics requires a good understanding of quantum physics. Yet many engineering schools are
dropping modern physics requirements in order to shorten the time to graduation or to make
room for computer classes.
Research in physics education at the introductory level indicates that students often leave
physics service classes for engineers with less of an understanding of physics than we had
expected or hoped.1 A major problem is an “impedance mismatch” between student and
instructor. What the student brings into the class affects how they interpret (or misinterpret) the
information presented. When the instructor is unaware of the student’s incoming state,
instruction can be decidedly less effective.
It is possible that the traditional quantum mechanics course for engineers has fallen out of
favor partly because it does not appear to provide enough value within a tightly constrained
student curriculum. We hope that developing a course that fits well with the students’ initial state
and matches their motivational goals will prove more successful.
Until recently, there had been little physics education research in advanced topics such as
quantum mechanics. In 1997, the authors and their collaborators began a research project to
study the initial state and response to instruction of students in an upper-division one semester
modern physics/quantum mechanics course for engineers. The project involved both education
research and materials development.2 The primary class considered is Physics 420 at the
University of Maryland, a class that is usually taken in the junior or senior year mostly by
electrical engineers (~85%). It is offered in both semesters and averages 12-25 students per
semester. The students have studied and used differential equations extensively, but tend to be
underprepared in matrix methods. In this paper, we report on our study of students’ initial state
and learning of an important topic for electrical engineers, conductivity.
The conduction of electrical current is a complex phenomenon. Physicists and engineers
freely use a variety of different and sometimes contradictory models. One model treats
conduction as a macroscopic phenomenon, describing it by macroscopic variables such as
current and voltage. A second model provides a microscopic description of conduction using
classical free electrons moving through a (nearly) fixed atomic lattice. A third provides a
microscopic quantum description using band structures and de-localized electrons to describe
conductive properties of the system. All these models are useful and meaningful. Students need
to understand them and be able to use them where appropriate.
One way to explore student reasoning about the conducting properties of materials is to
ask them about different circuit elements such as resistors, insulators, and wires. As students,
particularly in electrical engineering, advance in their studies, they are asked to study and
analyze these elements. We focus here on student reasoning about the material properties of
conductors, insulators, and semiconductors, and how these properties lead to different conductive
behavior. We describe a cyclical process of research, curriculum development, and evaluation of
our work in order to create a curriculum best matched to our population of students. More
information on this curriculum can be found on the Web.2
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Models of conductivity
Models of conductivity are at times contradictory, yet students are supposed to know
when and how to use the various models. We begin with a brief discussion of three models and
their cognitive character.
In the macroscopic model, the system is treated as if it consists of macroscopic objects
such as batteries, power sources, resistors, capacitors, transistors. This simplest, least structured
model can be treated as if it had no underlying structure and uses macroscopic variables such as
charge, current, and voltage. The objects are specified via measured parameters and functions
such as resistance, capacitance, and constitutive relations (Ohm’s law and the capacitance
relation). Although charge is often described as being made up of electrons and ions, the
properties of these electrons and ions play no essential role in the student’s facility with the
model.
The second model is more explicitly reductionist. In what we will refer to as the Drude
model,3 matter is treated as made up of ions and free classical electrons. When taught this model,
students are typically presented with the representation of electron behavior shown in Figs. 1a
and 1b.4 Charge carriers are conceptualized as free particles moving with a velocity in a
particular direction, as shown in Fig. 1a. With appropriate sign conventions, current is defined as
the rate at which charge flows through some area. Next, or sometimes simultaneously, students
are presented with the description of the random motion of electrons and how the electron drifts
in the presence of an electric field (for example, described by the voltage of the system), as
shown in Fig. 1b. In studying resistance and energy in simple circuits, an analogy is often made
to mechanical systems such as water or marbles encountering physical obstacles. Charge carriers
gain energy from a source and lose energy when they encounter obstacles. Throughout this stage
of instruction, electrons are thought of as free particles without regard to the atomic lattice,
except when the collisions depicted in Fig. 1b are described as collisions with the atoms. The
simple assumption that there is an average time between randomizing collisions allows one to
derive Ohm’s law (although the numerical parameters that result do not arise in a natural way or
appear consistent with simple classical assumptions.) In general, students should be able to use
the Drude model to describe electron behavior, understand common representations, and reason
with it. For example, if the temperature of a material is increased, vibrations in the atomic lattice
shorten the average electron mean free path and create more resistance and lower the
conductivity.
The third and most sophisticated model requires an understanding of band structures and
bulk properties of matter. We will refer to this model as the band structure model. In this model,
the quantum character of the system is an essential component. Individual conduction electrons
are typically de-localized and the general properties of materials such as carrier concentration
play a role. Electrons are depicted as particles moving within a band or between bands, as shown
in Fig. 1c for a semiconductor. The movement of electrons between bands is a fundamental but
subtle adaptation of the model of conductivity portrayed in Figs. 1a and 1b where electrons move
in a purely classical way. Conduction occurs through a biasing on the population in an open band
to states moving in one direction rather than the other. The motion is brought to a steady state by
interactions with phonons (exchanging energy with the lattice of ions), a process that plays the
role of ionic collisions in the Drude model. In general, students should be able to explain
different types of band structures and how common representations of band structures are
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consistent with the existence of charge carriers in a system. Furthermore, they should be able to
describe band structures of semiconductors and how temperature plays a role in carrier
concentration in materials such as doped and undoped silicon.
These models relate to each other, as do thermodynamics, kinetic theory, and a full
quantum statistical treatment. Just as students learning concepts in thermodynamics frequently
confuse internal energy, heat flow, and temperature, we expect that a similar situation takes place
when students learn about conductivity. When advanced engineering topics such as diodes and
transistors are discussed in engineering classes, all three models are typically invoked.5
Physics education research and conductivity
Although the sequence of models presented in the previous section can lead to a robust
and functional model of conductivity, there is great potential for confusion. Research in physics
education has revealed that what students learn is often very different from what is presented to
them.1, 6 Even when instruction is complete and accurate, students often leave our physics classes
with ideas that are in stark contrast to the way physicists think.7
For example, after completing instruction on dc circuits in introductory calculus-based
physics, only about 15% of students are able to correctly rank the brightnesses of the bulbs in the
circuit shown in Fig. 2.8 Explanations given by students for the incorrect rankings to this and
other simple circuits reveal fundamental problems with the way students think about conduction.
Many say that “current is used up” in bulb A so that bulb C will be less bright. Others will use
the words “voltage,” “current,” and “power” interchangeably or will view a battery as a constant
current source regardless of the circuit. These types of difficulties are prominent after instruction
regardless of the proficiency of the instructor, the background of the students,9 or whether the
students have completed a traditional circuits laboratory.
Further research has shown that students are often unable to build adequate links between
the macroscopic and Drude models when trying to analyze specific phenomena in the physics of
circuits.10,11 University students were asked about a variety of simple RC circuits in situations
where capacitors were being charged or discharged. Most were unable to define or describe the
capacitance of an open switch. When asked to reason about transients in a circuit, students who
had not received targeted instruction in microscopic models of current (for example, the Drude
model) were more likely to misinterpret the meaning of memorized equations, emphasize the
order of circuit elements inappropriately, or confuse current and voltage. Furthermore, students
were often unable to give microscopic explanations for macroscopic behavior (for example,
charging a capacitor). Students in a modified class12 were far less likely to make these mistakes
and were more likely to connect their understanding of charge with their understanding of
circuits, current, and voltage. We note that the instructional situation is not yet fully understood
and that other researchers have found contradicting results with high school students. For
example, Gutwill et al.13 found that targeted instruction with an emphasis on creating bridges
between the microscopic and macroscopic models led to a decrease in student understanding of
the physics in comparison to students who had learned the two models separately without
explicit instruction in how they might complement each other.
Student difficulties with conductivity continue even in higher-level courses. For example,
students studying the photoelectric effect in a sophomore level modern physics course
demonstrated fundamental misunderstandings.14 After instruction on the photoelectric effect,
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students were presented with a schematic diagram of the experiment, asked to draw a currentvoltage graph, and account for their reasoning. Only about 25% of the students drew a correct
graph and many of the incorrect answers revealed a weak conceptual model of conductivity.
About one-third of the students drew a line through the origin. To them, Ohm’s law governed all
I-V behavior, even in the photoelectric effect experiment where there is an evacuated tube within
the circuit. Another example of an incorrect response was the identification of the photons as the
charge carriers between the two electrodes.
When the more sophisticated model portrayed in Fig. 1c is considered, there is even
greater potential for confusion, especially given that many students enter this stage of instruction
with the difficulties described above. One reason is that the model is fundamentally a semiclassical description. Band diagrams are predicated on the wave nature of the electrons, but the
electrons are described as particles within the band diagrams. Furthermore, the shift in
representation of electrons moving in just a spatial diagram to an energy-spatial diagram is
potentially very confusing.15

II. Student models of conductivity: focusing on single atoms
To understand how students in advanced physics classes understand the physics of
current flow, we prepared a series of interviews, conceptual surveys, and examination questions.
The particular type of interview we use is called a demonstration interview. It was used
extensively by Piaget with physics questions at the primary and secondary school level16 and
extended to the college level by McDermott.17 Students are shown a set of objects or an
apparatus and asked questions that are designed to elicit their reasoning. In our case we are
particularly interested in the physical models they use to make sense of the material. Because our
goal is to understand student reasoning about the physics in detail, a variety of methods are
required to gain a complete understanding of the typical students in our classroom. We begin
with interviews because the interviewer is able to ask follow up questions to probe student
reasoning more deeply than is possible with a typical written question. We follow with openended written questions that, although follow up is not possible, probe a broader segment of the
class. Our survey results, not reported here, are consistent with those from interviews and
examination questions. In the interviews, student volunteers usually rank at or near the top of
their class, because students who are performing poorly are less likely to volunteer.
Interview task
The goal of the interviews was to probe student understanding of conductivity. Students
were presented with tasks in which they had to make predictions and explain their reasoning in
real contexts. In this way, the focus was on inferring student understanding from how they
actually described physical systems. Thirteen students from two different Physics 420 classes
were interviewed in detail on the subject of current flow. Nine were interviewed before any
physics instruction on conductivity, while four were interviewed after all (unmodified)
instruction in quantum mechanics, including several weeks of discussing quantum mechanical
models of conductivity.
Students were asked to describe what would happen when a variety of materials were
placed between two leads connected to a battery (see Fig. 3). Materials included steel wire,
copper wire, aluminum, a rubber band, Styrofoam, pencil lead, and wood (all roughly of the
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same size). An example of a response would have been to state that in a metal, there are electrons
in a conduction band, and these electrons are free to move about the material. When an outside
voltage is placed on it, the electrons are biased to flow in a given direction. In such a situation,
the electrons flow through a lattice of atoms, colliding with them, and reach a steady state
average speed. Nearly all the students were also asked about the effect of repeating the
experiment (with all of the elements) in an oven, where the temperature of the wire would be
higher.
By comparing current flow in different materials (such as steel and copper, or copper and
a rubber band), we were able to probe how students distinguished between the two materials and
the different current flow characteristics in each. By asking about the experiment at different
temperatures, we were able to probe how students applied their reasoning to make predictions of
slightly different systems.
Overview of student responses
Students at all levels of instruction gave incorrect predictions and incomplete descriptions
of the physics. We summarize the most common incorrect responses by focusing on student
thinking about free electrons in a material. Rather than accept the existence of free electrons (as
is done in the Drude model) and reason from that perspective, students often spontaneously made
the connection to their model of individual atoms in order to provide a source of electrons. Of the
thirteen students, seven (including post-instruction students) described variations on the idea that
the “energy” (or “power” or “voltage”) of the battery pulled the bound electrons off the atoms,
allowing them to move through a wire. Movement of electrons then consisted of the electrons
jumping back into bound states (in “holes” created by other electrons having been pulled off the
atom), being pulled back out, and so on.
Broadly speaking, students did not think of the bulk properties of the system (often
referring to questions about the origin of electrons in the system with “that’s chemistry, isn’t
it?”). Instead, they built models of the situation by focusing on individual atoms.
The types of student responses to the interviews were the same, whether they came
before or after instruction in Physics 420, though their frequency was different (as can be
expected with differing levels of instruction and with such small student numbers in each). The
types of responses given in the interviews, examinations, and surveys were also independent of
student major, so that biologists, education students (specializing in math and physics),
mechanical, electrical, and chemical engineers all gave the same, atom-based view of electron
conduction. We find the consistency of the students’ responses interesting because the
generative, productive fashion of their thinking reveals the basic ideas that students use to make
sense of what occurs in our classes, regardless of their previous instruction.
We next describe several explicit examples and the problematic predictions students
made when using this model. We hope to illustrate through the extended discussion of student
comments how their reasoning about the physics is at odds with what we are trying to teach
them.
Electron pull description: electrons pulled from individual atoms
The most common description given by students of free electrons in a system is shown in
Fig. 4. In this model, an applied electric field acts on individual atoms in such a way that
electrons from the outer shell of the atom are “torn off.”
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Several students gave variations on this description. One student, David,18 was asked,
“Do all of the electrons inside the iron [of the wire] move [when the wire is attached to both
leads]?” He replied, “For electrons, in order to flow through the wire, they have to leave the
atom. You have to offer them enough energy in order to escape from the forces keeping them in
the atmosphere of the atom, and then they move freely. They gain that energy, they come out
from the structure of the atom, and then they move freely.” When asked if there were any free
electrons before the battery was attached, David replied, “I think no.”
We refer to this response as the electron pull description, because students giving this
description focused on individual atoms talked about pulling electrons away. Sarah noted, “it
takes certain energies to tear [electrons] away,” while Thomas stated, “just the [electrons] on the
utmost outer shell would move, and they’d get pulled off the atom.” We have also observed this
explanation with students trying to explain conduction in a classroom situation.19
Atomic jump description: Electrons jumping from bound state to bound state
Students who gave the electron pull description of free electrons commonly used two
different descriptions of electron flow. In each, electrons pulled from atoms were re-absorbed
into other atoms. In the first, atoms that had lost electrons previously had a “hole” (in their shell)
to be filled. Another freed electron filled the hole. Electrons were then pulled from the atom to
create another hole and create electron flow. In the second, a free electron enters into an atom
that has not previously lost an electron. The additional electron’s presence creates an imbalance,
which forces an electron out of the atom.
David illustrates how students used the first description, with electrons jumping into
previously vacated holes, only to leave again. He stated (see Fig. 5 with annotations as to which
electrons he pointed to while speaking): “You have this process: the electrons are moving in this
direction, they get out from one atom, the electron gets out from here [atom A], let's say, the
electron is moving … This electron takes the place of this electron here [atom B], this one takes
the place of this one [atom C], and then this one moves to this place [not included in diagram],
then it moves to the next place, and it comes again out of the atom and it moves to the next.”
Interviewer: “So it becomes part of the atom for some amount of time, and then it leaves again?”
David: “Yes. Some professors in electrical engineering, they like to describe this thing like you
have holes that are left empty when the electron comes out, and these electrons come out and
move and fill the holes, and then they move, and if there is a hole in their path, they fill the hole
and then they come out and another electron comes in that hole.”
Note that David has tried to interpret what he has learned in previous classes, stating,
“you have holes that are left empty” and describing a method whereby holes flow in the opposite
of the electrons in a circuit. As with many other students in the interviews, David has found a
way to create (at least partial) consistency with the general description often used in his previous
classes (the flow of holes opposite that of electrons) and his own model of the physics of
conductivity.
Peter illustrates the second point. He used a diagram nearly identical to that drawn by
David, as did several of the students. When asked, “what happens inside the wire” when current
flows, he stated, “There’s [sic] obviously electrons in the wire. And what will happen is that
basically, there will be a chain reaction of electrons going through, … this one electron will kind
of be projected onto the next atom, or whatever, it becomes unstable. And then, kind of a
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bouncing effect all the way through the circuit. And that's pretty much what the current flow is.
… You pretty much have an electron being absorbed by a material, and then another electron
emitted, so you kind of have a chain reaction going through the circuit.”
As with David, the electrons are emitted (for example, pulled from an atom) and move
for some distance before being absorbed into an atom. We refer to both of these descriptions
(though they have obvious differences) as the atomic jump description of electron flow.
Student predictions of properties of conductivity
We emphasize that the incorrect student descriptions of conduction correspond to
incorrect predictions about the effect of changes to the interview task. Students using the electron
pull and atomic jump descriptions were asked to make predictions of the conductivity of
different substances at different temperatures. They were also asked, both directly and indirectly,
about the consistency of their answers and other models they used in their physics and
engineering courses. We summarize their responses below.
High temperature leads to higher conductivity in wires
Many of the students were asked to describe the effect of placing the demonstration
apparatus in an oven. An appropriate use of the Drude model would have led students to describe
vibrations in the atomic lattice leading to shorter mean free path lengths, which would lower the
conductivity of the wire. Instead, students who used the electron pull explanation often stated
that heat added energy to the electrons, so that the “outer electrons” were easier to remove from
the atoms. Thus, their prediction was that wires at higher temperature would have higher current
flow than wires at colder temperatures. This prediction is exactly the opposite of what the Drude
model predicts (and what happens).
David clearly stated the manner in which the electron pull explanation played a role,
saying that “I know that heat is a form of energy, and if we assume that this heat, this energy that
comes from the heat weakens the force that keeps the electron in the orbit of the atom, then they
come out of the atom and they move more easily.”
Peter also illustrates how students using the electron pull and atomic jump descriptions
can come to the incorrect conclusion about the role of heat in creating more electron flow in a
system. He stated, “When you raise the temperature, you get more atomic movement, and so that
would probably aid in the transfer of electrons, so I'd say that the resistance would go down … I
guess the atoms in a more excited state would promote the electronic transfer.” Note that Peter
clearly talks about atomic movement within the system, but does not apply it to the atomic
lattice. Instead, he focuses on the electronic transfer, as if the atom were shaking electrons loose.
It should be noted that he correctly described the effect of length and cross sectional area in
affecting the resistance of a wire.
As with other interview excerpts, these students clearly state the common view held by
many other students. Both predict that a higher temperature leads to lower resistance in the wire,
because there would be more current flow due to increased numbers of electrons. Thus, the
electron pull and atomic jump descriptions lead them to incorrect predictions of the physics.
Breakdown in Ohm’s law
Many students were not able to interpret Ohm’s Law correctly, nor to infer its
implications in a microscopic setting. These students stated that there was a cut-off or threshold
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voltage required before current flowed in a wire. In other situations, though, these same students
had no problems correctly applying Ohm's Law. Students seemed to reason independently when
using the macroscopic model (such as describing current or resistance) and a microscopic model
(such as average electron speed).
Two students, Thomas and David, clearly indicate that Ohm’s Law does not guide their
reasoning. Thomas stated, “Even though the steel wire is not a resistor, it still has its own internal
impedance of how much energy it takes to remove the electron and then get it to move around.”
When asked if there would be no current flow at some small voltage, he says it’s possible,
explaining, “because there wouldn't be enough energy to remove the electron from its orbit.”
Similarly, David was asked in the context of the wire in the circuit if there is “a voltage
where I will not get any current flowing.” He responded, “Yes, there is. If the voltage applied to
this conductor is not enough to take the electrons out of the atoms, you do not have any electrons
flowing in the wire, so this voltage has to have at least a minimum value for this voltage in order
to see electrons flowing through the wire.”
Both Thomas and David seem to be describing a step in the I-V curve, where I = 0 while
V ≠ 0 at low V. This topic was not explicitly part of the interviews, and few student interviews
arrived at this point, but Thomas and David gave the common incorrect predictions for students
who invoked Ohm’s Law.
Inability to reason about semiconductors
A striking result of the interviews was student inability to discuss semiconductors. Eleven
of the thirteen interviewed students had completed electrical engineering classes in which
semiconductors were discussed and used, but only two were able to describe the band diagram
representation of semiconductors in any detail. Several students used the electron-jump model
described above. For example, Thomas explicitly used the electron pull description when he
described the difference between doped and undoped semiconductors. He stated, “I think the
doped ones are better conductors because I think it takes a lot of energy to remove the silicon
electrons, but if you add electrons from a different metal, like aluminum, which require less
energy to be removed, then you’d get more current using less energy.” Here, the electron pull
explanation allowed him to make an incomplete but correct prediction about the physics.
We note that the eleven electrical engineering students stated that they had discussed
semiconductors in previous classes. A reasonable explanation for their responses in these
interviews would be that they were unfamiliar with the physics of semiconductors and had so far
learned to deal only with specific examples in their engineering classes.
Spontaneous student models of conductivity
Most students did not enter the interview with a coherent model of free electrons existing
in a material. These students created a model of conduction that could account for both their
existence and their motion during the interview. It was often noticeable that students were
inventing responses to situations they appeared never to have considered before. To document
the contradictions in their reasoning as it developed through the course of the interview is not the
focus of this paper, but nearly all students used statements such as “I never thought of that
before,” or “good question, let me think about that.” Thomas at one point stated, “I’m sorry, I
didn’t mean – I was wrong when I said earlier that all of [the electrons] move.” Sarah first
described atomic lattice vibrations in a heated wire impeding electron flow, but then changed her
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response to say that the energy, when transferred to electrons, helped the electron flow. This
change in her response was brought about specifically by her development of the electron pull
description during the interview in response to a request to account for her original answer. The
electron pull description was created slowly, and she appeared to have never explicitly stated it
before. Yet, she and many other students created the description, and in her case this thought had
the effect of reversing a previously correct although incomplete prediction about the physics.
Strikingly, most of the students’ spontaneous descriptions were similar. This similarity
suggests that the reasoning that students use to arrive at their (often incorrect) answers is
common. These findings are similar to results from investigations in other areas of physics.20,21

III. Curriculum Development
Research-based curriculum design has been used to great effect for introductory course
materials, for example, wave physics,22 ,23 ,24 electrical circuits,25 optics,26 and Newtonian
dynamics,27 and for advanced course materials, for example, relativity,28 the photoelectric
effect,14 and the wave properties of matter.29 Typically, students work through materials
designed to raise issues shown to be difficult in the interviews.
The materials described in this paper were created as part of the development of the New
Model Course in Applied Quantum Physics.2 The materials include small group learning
environment worksheets (inspired by the University of Washington Tutorials in Introductory
Physics30), associated conceptual homework problems, applied homework problems (in which
students use concepts to analyze more complicated situations),31 ,32 daily essay assignments
(which are used in the mode of Just-in-Time-Teaching33), and conceptual examination questions.
In our Tutorials, we use specially designed questions and relevant software tools to help students
observe, discuss, and build an appropriate understanding of the physics. The conceptual
homework problems are designed to help students practice individually what they learned in
groups in the classroom. The applied homework is designed to show them the relevance of this
material by emphasizing how one can understand familiar materials or objects using ideas from
the Tutorial. In our essay assignments, we made a concerted effort to make further connections
between classroom physics and the real world, while also emphasizing the different models used
in understanding quantum physics. The effectiveness of this approach was then tested by the use
of examination questions.
Design of curriculum materials
The unit on models of conductivity includes three Tutorials, three conceptual homework
assignments, one applied homework assignment, several essay questions, and an examination
question designed to evaluate student learning. We give an outline of the final version of the
curriculum materials as they were redesigned based on the student interviews described above
and also based on examination results described below.
Students begin by building a model of band diagrams and discussing polarization of a
metal using a simple one-dimensional model of finite square and then Coulombic wells. During
this Tutorial, students use elements of Visual Quantum Mechanics34 and the CUPS utilities35 to
assist students in visualizing the descriptions they give. Students use concepts of bands of energy
levels in small, one-dimensional atomic lattices to describe band diagrams for conductors,
semiconductors, and insulators and the simple descriptions of the charge carriers in each case.
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Only after they have described the origin of free electrons, do they return to describing the
motion of free electrons. At this point, they change physical models and describe electrons as
particles flowing through an atomic lattice. Once they have carried out these activities, they
discuss which model applies and which is more appropriate to describe a given situation. The
Tutorials help students evaluate when the Drude model appropriate and when the band structure
model is appropriate. This skill is assumed in many other curricula, but here we have made it an
explicit part of instruction. For each Tutorial, there is an associated conceptual homework
assignment. In addition, at the end of this discussion, students were given homework in which
they used their models of conductivity to describe the physics of a pn-junction. Throughout this
process, they answered essay questions that built on discussions from the Tutorial and lectures.
Evaluation, described below, was carried out by the use of an examination question.
Preliminary Evaluation of Student Performance: Comparison of Three Classes
To evaluate the effectiveness of these materials in helping students understand
representations and descriptions of the physics of conduction, we asked an identical examination
question in three different Physics 420 courses (see Fig. 6). The question was designed to
investigate whether students could reason using both band diagrams and the Drude model. When
students answered part (a) on band diagrams, we looked both at their multiple-choice responses
and at their reasoning. When these two conflicted (for example, giving “D” for the conductor,
but describing a semi-filled conduction band), we categorized student answers in terms of their
other responses to the problem. Usually, more emphasis was placed on their reasoning than their
multiple-choice response, because a response alone does not indicate enough about how they
arrived at their answer.
The three courses came in consecutive semesters. The “traditional” course received only
traditional instruction, with no specially designed materials. Lecture topics included Fermi
energies and models of heat and current conduction. The instructor in this course focused on
conductivity for the last 3 weeks of the semester, with three one-hour lectures each week. The
two other classes had modified instruction (using elements of our New Model Course which were
in development at the time). The first class (modified 1) used an early version of the Tutorials
with no essays or applied homework problems. In these Tutorials, the more common order of
instruction was used, where students described the flow of free electrons through a wire before
describing band diagrams of common substances. The second (modified 2) used the Tutorial
sequence described at the end of the previous section (including tutorials, essays, and applied
homework). In both classes, Tutorials were taught in the place of one lecture (of three) a week.
The total amount of time spent on conductivity was the same in both the modified and the
traditional classes.36
Figure 7 shows results from the three classes. Each bar indicates the percentage of
students who correctly answered only the band diagram part of the question (part a), only the
Drude model part of the question (part b), or both. For example, in the traditional class, 58%
answered only the band diagram part correctly, 33% answered only the Drude model part
correctly, and 25% answered both correctly. Thus, slightly less than half the students giving a
correct answer on the band diagram section were also able to answer the Drude section correctly.
The performance of students using the original tutorial materials (modified 1) was slightly worse
than that of students in the traditional class. Although the total number of students using either
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model was slightly greater than in the traditional class (71% versus 64%, respectively), fewer
students were able to describe both the Drude and the band diagram models correctly (8% versus
25%, respectively).
Because of the weak performance of students using the original tutorial materials, we
modified them to better match our findings from the interviews. Students were given the
opportunity to develop their reasoning about the source of free electrons first. Also, essay
questions throughout the semester (including during the instruction on conductivity) asked about
situations in which multiple models might be required to describe a single situation. Only after
these changes were made, were the modified 2 students more successful in answering the
question. Note that we measure success both in terms of how many students answered correctly
and how many were able to correctly apply two different models in the question. We also
emphasize that these results are preliminary, and further study is required to test whether the
materials are effective.

Discussion
The process of physics education research, specifically the use of research into student
reasoning about a topic to develop and revise targeted curriculum materials, can lead to
improved student learning of advanced physics topics. In addition, this research helps us come to
a better awareness of the nature of student thinking and how students make sense of the material
that they are learning. By recognizing the nature of student reasoning about the source of free
electrons in a metal, we have developed appropriate materials to address their needs. Giving
students an opportunity to develop tools for understanding the physics has had a measurable
effect on student learning. These materials form only a small part of an entire course that we
have developed, but are representative of how research based curriculum development can create
a more effective learning environment for students.
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Figures
Figure 1. Typical presentation of models of conductivity in an introductory physics text.

(a) Current presented as the flow of charge through some area.

(b) Random motion and drift of electrons.
Energy
Conduction electrons

Conduction band

Narrow forbidden gap
Valence band

Applied E field

(c) Electron motion within a band diagram description.
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Figure 2. Circuit of 5 identical bulbs connected to a battery, presented to students after
instruction in dc circuits. Fewer than 15% of the students can rate the brightnesses
correctly.

Figure 3: Interview task. Students were provided with a battery and a variety of materials
that could be placed between two leads and were asked to describe what would happen in
each case.
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Figure 4: “Electron pull description” as drawn by a student. Students describe electrons in
the outer shell of an atom getting pulled off by the “energy” given by the battery in a
circuit: “Just the [electrons] on the utmost outer shell would move, and they’d get pulled
off the atom.”

Figure 5: “Atomic jump description” of electron (and hole) flow in a wire, as drawn by a
student. Students describe electrons jumping from bound state to bound state.
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Figure 6: Final examination question testing student understanding of band diagrams and
the Drude model. Student responses to the multiple-choice section were interpreted based
on their written explanations.
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Figure 7: Student performance on examination question shown in Fig. 6. Both modified
instruction classes used Tutorials, while Modified 2 used additional materials. All three
classes spent roughly the same amount of class time on the topic of conductivity.
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